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Our automotive experts choose every product we select. We can make money by linking up on this page. 2001 Frankfurt Motor Show When the new U.S.-Special Corolla unveiled at the Detroit Motor Show in January, expect it to resemble this Euro Corolla unveiled in Frankfurt. Sporting above the
greenhouse, similar to the Honda Civic, the Corolla has a larger interior, making it the big little car that we Americans prefer. The power comes from the VVT-i 4-cylinder power plant, which should be good for about 130 horsepower. Four-wheeled disc brakes with ABS and front and side airbags will circle
the package. This content is created and supported by a third party and is imported to this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content on piano.io Advertising - Continue reading below the various Subaru has the highest manual
rate, although MSRP: $25795 MSRP: $28785 MSRP: $24,300 2021 Ford Bronco Sports First Drive Worthy Name 20 Aston Martin DBS Superleggera leads the list of discounts in this month 7 2022 1 Volvo XC90 Review : Swedish People Move 2 Junkyard Gem: 1992 Toyota Previa All-Trac with Five-Top
Manual Transmission 1 2021 Ford Bronco Sport Design: How the Little Bronco Sport Revived 3 2021 Audi RS 6 Avant vs 2021 Mercedes-AMG E 63 S Wagon Super Wagon Test 10 Follow Us News Reviews, Photos, videos delivered directly to yours in the box. Thank you for the subscription. Check your
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that a hybrid version may also be on the cards. After a 16-year hiatus in the automotive industry, Toyota Supra finally made a triumphant comeback this year at this year's Motor Show, albeit in the form of the GR Supra Racing Concept. Precious few details have been revealed about the car, and while it's
a shame we're not looking in awe at the final car production, the style gives us a clear idea yet of what the final car will look like if you remove the racing car bits. Many enthusiasts also wondered whether the new Supra would have a manual gearbox. Answer? Can. Unfortunately, previously leaked
information suggested you would not be rowing gear manually, which seems like a travesty in a Japanese sports car. The GR Supra Racing concept doesn't fill us with hope either, as it sports paddle switches on the steering wheel and is not a manual shifter. (There are three pedals, but the clutch is used
to just get the car rolling rather than shift through the gears.) There's still hope the resurgent Supra will have a manual gearbox, however. During an interview at the St. Petersburg Motor Show, AutoGuide spoke with Toyota's chief engineer Tetsuya Tada on the subject. Mad Off-Roading Supercars Most
Reliable Cars Ever Made It Makes Sense for the New Supra to Have a Guide, Tada-San told the publication. I'll try my best,' he promised. After all, Supra is not designed to set lap records. Instead, Tada-san is working to make sure that the car is engaging, fun to drive, and that it will have a ease of agility
that is more important than quantitative numbers. This gives us new hope that the new Supra will please purists by offering traditional guidance. However, Tada-san and his team have been consulting with Supra fanatics to learn their priorities for a reborn sports car. High on the list was a turbo straight six
engines, a front engine and a rear-wheel-drive layout, and the ability to make changes. The demand for a manual transmission was not high. Don't be surprised then if the new Supra is only offered with automatic, but don't rule out a guide just yet either. A new Top Gear report suggests that the new
Toyota Supra, which is being developed in conjunction with the BMW No4, will pack a recalibrated BMW engine pumping 450 horsepower. A hybrid version is also under consideration, but the plans have not yet been confirmed. As for when the resurgent Toyota Supra road car debuts? We've previously
been inspired to believe it will break the lid in just a few weeks at the New York Motor Show, but Top Gear now reports that it doesn't until the 2019 Detroit Auto Show next January. homenewsWhy 2021 Toyota Supra does not yet have manual transmissionSee all 49 photosFeb 14, 2020Supra 2020Supra
Waited decades to see the iconic sports car make its return, and when the Toyota Supra finally returned to the North American shores for the 2020 model year, it had the necessary inline-six under the hood. This fact, of course, was made possible by a partnership with BMW, which also released 2020 No
4. But the only gearbox was an eight-speed automatic, and as Toyota has now unveiled the 2021 Supra for the car's second model year, it is still so. And yet the cries of an accessible manual transmission have not subsided. Both engines are paired with the same eight-speed automatic transmission.
Purposely. Supra Chief Engineer Tetsuya Tada tested Supras with management, but decided not to go there for several reasons. One, we said, is that Toyota considers the auto to be an excellent transmission that turns into faster times in the hands of a professional driver. Automatic can also handle a lot
of torque, and Toyota knows a lot of tuners will lift the pulse, and therefore stress-on the transmission. In the past Of Supras, people blew up transmissions and Tada said he wanted to prevent it with a new car. But one of the main reasons Tada has no current plans to put a guide in Supra to better
distinguish it from the Toyota 86, the car for which he also served as Chief Engineer. There will be a second-generation 86-Tada will not provide exact dates, and it will have guidance, he told MotorTrend in an interview on the Daytona 500.See all 49 photos that, as they say, Tada said he knows people
continue to ask for guidance in Supra and in time, after customers have driven Supra with an automatic, if they still require guidance, he will review it. It is out of the question to see an update like this. Sports cars have historically had hot and cold life cycles that sees pent-up demand drive sales initially,
but this can quickly wane. Tada said he would continue to inject excitement into the Supra lineup with special editions and continued engineering to enhance the lineup and keep it fresh. Does this include the top targa? It would seem one of the easiest things to do from an engineering point of view, but
Tada sees no value. It is believed that once the owners remove the top several times and see difficulties in finding storage space, they tend to leave it in place. How about Orange Supra as the one in the upcoming Fast and Furious flick F9? Not in the plans right now, but Toyota will keep an eye on the
noise after the movie comes out. Meanwhile Toyota is taking orders now for a $200,000 GT4 racing car with 430 hp that will hit the race tracks next year. And, yes, it considered the benefits of compact supra short overhangs in rally competition. As for the rumors Supra GRMN said in the works? Limited
possible in the future, Sada told us with a smile. See all 49 photos OF THE LATEST IN CAR NEWSShare on FacebookShare on Twitter Twitter
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